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said, and looking shockingly unnatural in the bright sunshine,
emphasized in some queer way the leanness and gauntness of
his figure.
"How babyish he looks without his stick!" Wizzie thought.
"With it he looks like a selfish old man; without it like a selfish
child! But that's all his mind does when it gets out of itself. It
goes into his stick!"
The dew-pond where No-man had made his bonfire was well
out of the track to the excavation-shed so that only a few
strangers came even within sight of this group of friends, and
those who did were in too much fear of missing his lordship's
"christening" of the great Discovery to yield to their curiosity.
Thus it was brought about, either by the great goddess Chance,
or by those occult fatalities of character that are often stronger
than Chance, that while that southern promontory of Maiden
Castle held up to the burning sun this unnatural bonfire, whose
flame looked like poisoned blood, it also held up a half-circle
of highly strung men and women, their nerves wrought upon
by the weird images that had been unearthed, who, through
the medium of a girl in a yellow dress, were swept forward by
some sudden psychic wave of irrational hostility towards their
lonely bonfire maker. Any collection of human beings, however
casually gathered, takes upon itself the nature of a living en-
tity, but when the component members of such an entity have
not been gathered casually, when there has been a united and
premeditated object in such a gathering and above all when
the separate units making up the resultant entity are well-
acquainted with one another, and have been previously linked
to one another by endless subtle relations, the most surprising
and unpredictable behaviour may be expected of the multiple
Being thus created.   Individually, there was not a member of
this group, except perhaps Dumbell and his young wife, who
was not friendly to D. No-man.  Uryen was more than friendly
to him; and it was alien to the whole nature of Claudius to be
seized with sudden malice against anyone.   Teucer Wye had
been all that day only waiting for an opportunity to tell No-man
about the respectful memory of people in Derbyshire.
And yet, as they all listened now to Thuella's indignant re-
proaches, and it was only a woman friend who could know any-
thing about the part played in such an outburst by sick nerves,
it was easy for Wizzie to detect that her malevolent wish was

